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Runtime:43 min2014 -    2015 (Ended)
Genres:Horror
Network:NBC
Constantine is an American horror series which is aired on NBC. The series premiered October 24th 2014.
 
 Based on the wildly popular DC Comics series “Hellblazer,” seasoned demon hunter and master of the occult John Constantine specializes in giving hell… hell. Armed with a ferocious knowledge of the dark arts and his wickedly naughty wit, he fights the good fight — or at least he did. With his soul already damned to hell, he’s decided to leave his do-gooder life behind, but when demons target Liv, the daughter of one of Constantine’s oldest friends, he’s reluctantly thrust back into the fray – and he’ll do whatever it takes to save her. Before long, it’s revealed that Liv’s “second sight” — an ability to see the worlds behind our world and predict Supernatural occurrences — is a threat to a mysterious new evil that’s rising in the shadows. Now it’s not just Liv who needs protection; the angels are starting to get worried too. So, together, Constantine and Liv must use her power and his skills to travel the country, find the demons that threaten our world and send them back where they belong. After that, who knows… maybe there’s hope for him and his soul after all.
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Actors
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John Constantine
Matt Ryan
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Zed Martin
Angélica Celaya
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Chas Chandler
Charles Halford
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Manny
Harold Perrineau
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Papa Midnite
Michael James Shaw
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Jim Corrigan
Emmett Scanlan
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Season 1
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To episodes





Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Constantine.
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News (5)
[image: Constantine reboot in production at HBO Max]
Constantine reboot in production at HBO Max

Last September, there were some rumours about a Constantine reboot at HBO Max. These rumours are starting to appear true.

23 Feb 2021

[image: NBC renews five series, two series still undecided]
NBC renews five series, two series still undecided

There is good news for the fans of The ‘Blacklist’, ‘Chicago Fire’, ‘Chicago PD’, ‘Grimm’ and ‘Law Order: Special Victims Unit’, NBC has renewed these series. Fans of ‘Constantine’ and ‘State of Affairs’ must wait...

 9 Feb 2015

[image: People's Choice Awards awarded for the 41st time]
People's Choice Awards awarded for the 41st time

The first awards of the New Year have been awarded again. The people's Choice Awards, which honours the best in popular culture for 2014, were held on Wednesday 7 January 2015 in the Nokia Theatre in Los Angeles. The...

10 Jan 2015
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Arrow
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DC's Legends of Tomorrow
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Supergirl
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The Walking Dead
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Lucifer
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Grimm
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